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The Details

Northern Light, a provider of strategic research portals and content sets to global organizations, just unveiled a new mobile App in the category of online IT business news. In some ways, the move is bold. After all, it means entering a crowded field where the established leaders are a mix of entrenched industry stalwarts and exciting nimble startups. In some ways, the move is prudent. Having built it for other reasons, there is little harm in releasing the app this way to test its broader appeal. Either way, it is a case study of how digital disruption is unleashed and provides us with identifiable lessons for Enterprise Mobility along the way.

Northern Light will release the new app in six versions each focused on a specific vertical. Ones targeting Pharma, Financial Services, Healthcare, Agribusiness and Energy professionals, will soon follow its first iteration targeting professionals in the IT industry. Offering roughly 30,000 daily news stories broken into 90 topical choices, users will find roughly 200 relevant stories per day in their explicit areas of interest. That compares quite favorably to the relatively Spartan coverage found within the much broader topical threads from current leaders such as Flipboard, Google News or News 360.

As with many disruptors, Northern Light is providing this at no cost to consumers and with nothing more than a small acknowledgement at the bottom of the app that it is provided by them. Why? For good reasons. Doing so creates little to no additional cost to the firm. That is because their flagship offering SinglePoint is a turnkey, hosted (SaaS) strategic research portal that integrating multiple content streams and allows seamless search and authorized access to all of a company’s research content. While that portal displays well on a tablet, like most web based content offerings, it needs to be refined to render effectively on a smartphone.

This new app is a subset of that development effort to serve their existing global client base. By releasing it to the general public as a free app, they are able to test functionality without extra spend. It also creates a bit of good will while allowing them to experiment around the experience and UI. Of course, the company will not shy away from any increased awareness that it generates among its target audience of market intelligence and IT professionals but that is the proverbial gravy on a meal it already needs to serve.
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Why Does This Matter?

As the case with Northern Light’s entry into mobile news, Digital disruptors often enter new markets because they can, rather than because they must. Further, they often do so for nontraditional reasons – such as creating goodwill or testing the waters around a strategic initiative as was the case in this move by Northern Light – and not to generate direct revenue. This means they easily disrupt existing business models and value chains. Yet what is often overlooked is that this lack of a direct profit motive means the disruptors can also be short lived or worse so steeped in ulterior motives that ultimately create their own conflicts such as what this blogger so aptly points out regarding Google Docs.

Yet despite these challenges, there are other traits these potential disruptors bring that every enterprise can adopt and by doing so lessen the impact they may ultimately face. These traits are especially pertinent to those adopting our extending their mobile initiatives today. Three of the most important ones to highlight around mobility are:

» **Remember that less is more.** Much more. Keep a constant eye on how to simplify every use case to something easy and do-able for your end users regardless of whether they are customers, suppliers or employees.

» **Enable the right action at the right time.** Creating a successful mobile interface is about more than just a nice graphical design, it is about weaving the experience into your end users workflow. For example, as Northern Light is demonstrating, content curation is not just about pretty pictures and fun friendly interface it is about identifying and serving the right content for the right time.

» **Targeting only iPhones is no longer enough.** While BYOD policies are increasingly the norm, we still witness many enterprises targeting their development efforts exclusively at iOS. Perhaps reflective of executive demand (as these devices still dominate that demographic), this approach almost guarantees failure as greatly hampers adoption given the widespread use of Android today. The good news here is that cross platform development tools have progressed rapidly in the past 12 months so multiplatform adoption is easy and looks good.

What to Watch

The consumerization of enterprise IT environments is perhaps nowhere more prevalent than in the mobile space. Expectations as to what information is available and how have been set by a wide range of consumer apps. Not just the obvious ones like Dropbox and Gmail but by the likes of HomeAway, Uber and Nest where physical assets are procured, paid for, and / or controlled by the flip of a thumb. Increasingly the canned response that because an enterprise is running a host of legacy systems it simply can’t operate in this same fashion is one that is falling on unforgiving ears. As such, we are witnessing increased activity around either modernizing these systems and / or patching them into new interfaces that can meet emerging demands. We expect this activity to continue to rise and soon become a key initiative for the vast majority of IT departments as 2015 unfolds.
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